
Hunter X Core Sprinkler System
Troubleshooting
If the "MO" is flashing, the controller has been programmed using the Interval Mode. With the
icon flashing above specific day, press the the plus (+) to select day. X-Core - One Touch
Manual Start and Advance (If no buttons are pressed for a few seconds during step 2 or 3, the
controller will automatically begin watering).

Welcome to the X-Core irrigation controller support
section. This section will show you how to install, program
and troubleshoot your X-Core controller.
Hunter Sprinkler XC800 X-Core 8-Station Outdoor Controller Timer XC-800 8 Zone. What is
the little sprinkler icon that flashes on my controller's display? Hunter Front Panel for PRO-C
and PCC Timers 526200 Faceplate $51.25 $13.49. Hunter Sprinkler XC600i X-Core 6-Station
Indoor Controller Timer 6 Zone.
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How To Adjust Programs on a Hunter Controller to Meet Watering
Restrictions. The Hunter X-Core and Pro-C irrigation controllers are two
of Hunter's most. This segment goes over basic programming of the X-
Core residential irrigation controller. Setting the Navigation of the
controller using the dial and green buttons will also be covered.
Subscribe to Category : Hunter Manual Operation.

The "NO AC" display is a diagnostic message telling you that the
controller has stopped receiving AC power. The controller is running on
the power supplied. Hunter x core faulty. Troubleshooting Your
Irrigation Control system with a Volt Ohm. From the controller you can
either run one line of retic or (as in the picture) you can Up until
yesterday I was using a Hunter X Core with a Roam remote control to
After numerous attempts at re-wiring and trying to locate the problem.
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Irrigation Forum and Sprinkler System Help
- You got questions, We've Got Answers! my
Hunter x-core controller has no display
showing when plugged in.
Product Description. Hunter X-Core Controller Manual Download.
Residential Irrigation Controller Owner's Manual and Programming
Instructions Compatible. If the irrigation system works at all, it will
certainly atomize the water at the nozzle, If runoff is a problem, swap
out spray nozzles and impacts with multi-stream an EPA Watersense
certified controller, like Hunter's X-Core and Solar Sync. C
ControllerHunter ACC 1200 ControllerHunter X-Core
ControllersHunter Hunter Pro C 400i Residential / Commercial
Controllers. Base Controller is a 4 Station with Expansion Modules you
can expand the controller. with 3 station modules & a 9 station Module.
Up to 16 Stations! Click Here For The Owners Manual. Replacing just a
few of your outdated sprinkler heads and clocks can have a huge impact.
Hunter X Core Smart Controller With Solar Sync These emitters are
prone to leaks, and due to their high pressure needs, can cause runoff
issues. The Hunter X-Core 800 sprinkler controller is a perfect-entry
level residential station delay, one-touch manual start and advance and
non-volatile memory. Learn how to easily adjust days to water, change
program start times, and adjust run times.

Hunter System 800 Manual. Hunter XC Controller Owners Manual -
Download as PDF File (.pdf), Text file (.txt) or read online. Hunter X
Core Manual at Sprinkler.

I have had a Hunter X-Core with the (wireless) rain sensor working for a
while. I recently I can do a full bypass and the controller will execute,
but that's not the point. With the That should be plenty of explanation of
the cause of the problem.



Hunter XC800i X-Core 8-Station Indoor Irrigation Controller. $145.00
$81.18 (as of June Hunter Quick Check helps troubleshoot field wiring
issues. Add to cart.

One of the most common problems that could cause your irrigation
system to not The solution to the problem is on page 23 of the Hunter X-
Core Handbook. .

'what does the error code 1 Err mean on my Hunter xcore irrigation
system controller'? Follow. 2 answers you have a irrigation controller
and no manual. Although you may find hunter ec user manual, you still
may need some HUNTER EC 400 CONTROLLER MANUAL XCORE
HUNTER OWNERS MANUAL. Home Lawn Irrigation Controllers
Hunter · Item #4452. Hunter X-Core Outdoor Controller Item #4462.
Hunter I-Core 6 Station plug-in expansion module. Up to 2 mile range
for remote manual operation of Hunter irrigation systems. • Designed to
work with Hunter X-Core, Pro-C, PCC, I-Core and ACC controllers.

Are you in the need for Hunter Xcore Sprinkler Manual? hunter x core
sprinkler system manual. with your online dialect assets, you've got the
capacity. Hunter X-Core Controller. (Entry Level Residential Hunter I-
Core Controller. (Commercial Controller) Hunter SRC Controller:
Owner's Manual. (Residential). Problem description: Sprinkler head(s)
need(s) to be relocated. Desired Ran diagnostic program for the Hunter
X-Core controller and no err's reported.
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Read our post that discuss about Hunter Icc Controller Troubleshooting, Amazon.com : hunter
roam remote control for xcore proc pcc icore icc src and acc.
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